
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please help your child preview these items and check their agenda/website for test dates!  4th Grade  

                    4th Grade Classroom Times     Oct. 1-5, 2018 
August 7-11, 2017 

August 7-11, 2017 

August 7-11, 2017 

Buford Academy yearbooks are on sale now! Yearbooks 

will ONLY be sold online through presales! No 

Yearbooks will be sold at Arts Night. Deadline to 

Purchase: February 1st, 2019 NO YEARBOOKS WILL 

BE SOLD AFTER THIS DATE. To purchase- use the 

link below. Yearbooks are $35.00. 
https://www.balfour.com/shop/yearbook?smi=112880 

 

Language Arts 
Verbs 

Standards:  ELAGSE4L1b, ELAGSE4L1c 

 I can identify and use linking verbs correctly in 
sentences. 

 I can identify and use helping verbs correctly in 
sentences. 

 I can form and use progressive verbs correctly in 
sentences. 

 
Writing: Paragraph Writing 

Standards: ELAGSE4W3,4,10 

  I can write a paragraph with a topic sentence, supporting 
details, and a concluding sentence. 

  I can write narratives to develop real or imagined 
experiences or events using effective techniques, 
descriptive details, and clear event sequences. 

. 
  

 
 

Science: 
Sound 

Standards: S4P1 

*I can investigate what is sound and how 

sound is produced. *I can describe the sounds 

that are heard. 

 

Vocabulary:  amplitude, frequency, sound, vibrate, wave, 

wavelength, medium, pitch, volume 
 
 
 
 

 
Social Studies 

American Revolutionary War 
SS4H1b. I can describe the influence of key individuals 

and groups during the American Revolution. 

 

*King George III                           *Patrick Henry  

*George Washington                     * John Adams 

*Benjamin Franklin                       *Benedict Arnold 

*Thomas Jefferson                         *Black regiments 

 

SS4H1d. I can explain the writing of the Declaration of 

Independence, including who wrote it, how it was written, 

why it was necessary, and how it was a response to 

tyranny and the abuse of power. 

 

                                
  

 
 

Math 
Factors, Multiples, Prime, & Composite  

Standards: MGC4.OA.4 

 

*I can find all factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1-

100. 

*I can recognize that a whole number in the range 1-100 is a 

multiple of each of its factors. 

*I can determine whether a given whole number in the range 

1-100 is a multiple of a given one-digit number. 

*I can determine whether a given whole number in the range 

1-100 is prime or composite.  
 

Vocabulary:  factor, multiple,  

factor pair, prime number,  

composite number  
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Important Information 
10-4       Fall Festival @ Buford Arena  4-8pm  
10-5       No School/Teacher Workday 
10-8       No School/Fall Holiday 
10-12     Parent Conferences/Early Release 
10-18     Picture make-up day 
10-19     CHOA cape or super hero shirt day 
** Please check with your child and make sure they have a working pair 
of earbuds. They are used daily in class and in technology. 
**Math/Science tutoring every Tuesday @ 7:30 
**ELA/SS tutoring every Wednesday @ 7:30 
 

 
 

Test 

10/11 

 Reading 
Narrative Elements 

Standards: ELAGSE4RL2,3 

 
 I can identify the theme of the story 

using details. 

 I can summarize the text.  

 I can identify the setting using details 

from the text to support my response. 

 I can describe a character in the story 

using details from the text. 
 

Test 

10/2 
 

 LARS 

quiz this 

Friday 

Test 

10/3 


